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Speaking broadly, interfaces for educational technology
can either be natural and easy for learners to use, or
they can be awkward and difficult for learners to use.
In the latter case, the learner’s focus inevitably shifts to
learning the interface rather than the material at hand.
We present our work on designing and developing more
effective educational interfaces, specifically for
touchscreen devices, by building on user-centered
design practices. The primary context of our work is
mobile touch and gesture interaction for children and
educational technology.
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In general, interfaces for educational technology can
either be streamlined, natural, and easy for learners to
use, or they can be cumbersome, awkward, and
difficult for learners to use. In the latter case, the
learner’s focus inevitably shifts to learning the interface
rather than the material at hand. Interfaces that have
not been designed with the user in mind are less
effective [13]. The field of human-computer interaction

was founded on the insight that, if we design the way
people interact with software based on knowledge of
psychology and cognition, the software is more
effective [13]. We apply this philosophy and approach
to designing software for children, specifically
educational interfaces for touchscreen devices. We
present our work on designing and developing more
effective educational interfaces for touchscreen devices,
by building on user-centered design practices. The
primary context of our work is mobile touch and
gesture interaction for children. We investigate how
children use touch and gesture input to ensure that
touchscreen interfaces for educational software are
built with children’s needs in mind.

The MTAGIC Project
We have been pursuing this research in an NSF-funded
project we call MTAGIC (“Mobile Touch and Gesture
Interaction for Children”, the t is silent!). Over the past
three years we have conducted several empirical
studies analyzing how the touchscreen input patterns of
children, ranging in age from 7 to 17 years old, differ
from that of adults, 18 and over [1-4,6-9].
Cumulatively over these studies we have found many
differences in how kids interact with touchscreens that
significantly impact how successfully applications are
able to respond to children’s input.
Children miss targets more frequently than adults
[2,4,7]. This behavior difference makes it difficult for
applications to infer which target the child meant to
touch, leading either to unresponsiveness or incorrect
responses by the application.
Children have more difficulty touching smaller targets
than do adults [2,4]. This behavior difference means

that applications that use very small onscreen targets
(e.g., ¼” or smaller) may not be able to appropriately
identify the child’s intended target, as their touches will
be outside the bounds of the available targets.
Children make gestures with more strokes than adults,
on average [7]. This behavior difference makes it
difficult for current gesture recognition algorithms,
designed to recognize adult gestures, to recognize
children’s gestures with acceptable accuracy [2,3,4].
The younger the child, the less consistent they are in
how they make gestures [3,4]. This behavior difference
is evident in the strong positive correlations we have
found between age and recognition accuracy in our
work with children as young as seven years old [3,4].
Current gesture recognition algorithms’ performance is
predictably poorer the younger the child is.
These are a few of our main findings with respect to
touch and gesture input behavior differences between
children and adults. All of them contribute to a
decreased ability by the application to understand what
the child’s intended action was, leading to
unresponsiveness or even incorrect responses. In a
learning application, such mistakes can lead to
distraction and frustration, preventing the child from
getting the most out of the learning experience [1,4,5].

Designing Better Learning Interfaces
Knowing some of the challenges children may
experience in trying to use touchscreen interfaces for
learning software enables the design of smarter
interfaces that work around these challenges to allow
the children to focus on learning the content rather
than the interface. We use user-centered design

methods such as participatory design and co-design to
work with children (e.g., [11,12,14]). For example, we
present simple prototypes of apps we build to
demonstrate the concept of intelligent software that
can recognize what one means. Then, we engage
children in participatory design activities to decide what
the application should do when it doesn’t understand
what target they touched or what gesture they drew.
The goal of these design activities is to identify ways in
which the interface can be designed so it doesn’t interfere
with learning. For example, perhaps the software does not
expose to the child that it is not sure what the child wrote;
instead it can wait for more input to help increase its
confidence in its interpretation.

MTAGIC Math Scenario
We now describe a hypothetical scenario of a learning
interface that has been designed with these goals in
mind. Imagine a scenario in which a student, Sam, 8
years old, uses MTAGIC Math, an intelligent tutoring
system that runs on a tablet. In the MTAGIC Math app,
onscreen interactive widgets such as buttons, menus,
and sliders use more tolerant models of “acceptable
touch locations.” Sam is using a number line interface
to practice subtraction. When Sam touches near a mark
on the line, an intelligent layer determines the
probability of the touch being directed at nearby marks
(all defined as interactive widgets). For touches just
slightly outside the visual boundaries of a mark on the
line, MTAGIC Math is able to recognize which line mark
Sam intended to touch, determined probabilistically
based on empirically-derived distance thresholds.
Similar approaches have been used for onscreen virtual
keyboards and found to be successful [10].

MTAGIC Math also recognizes simple gestures to let
Sam practice the math skills currently being taught in
class. For example, MTAGIC Math can support
recognition of numbers for multiplication and division
practice, fraction practice, number line practice, and
more. MTAGIC Math uses recognition approaches built
from the corpus of age-specific gesture samples we
have collected in our foundational studies. These
recognizers are tailored to the kinds of inconsistent
gestures generated by elementary and middle school
students like Sam. Even so, incorrect recognitions will
still occur sometimes. A primary design goal of MTAGIC
Math is to ensure that such recognition inaccuracies
won’t interfere with Sam’s learning. MTAGIC Math
avoids distracting the students by focusing any
interventions in which the system cannot make a
confident determination about what Sam’s touch or
gesture input means on learning-oriented prompts.
Prior work has successfully used such interactive
paradigms for desktop intelligent tutors [5].
Learning environments like the hypothetical MTAGIC
Math app in this scenario make use of HCI interface
and interaction design methods and techniques. The
use of these techniques for intelligent touchscreen
interfaces allow students to focus on learning, rather
than on interacting or correcting the interface.
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